Dear Mr. Bailey

I'm writing in regards to S-169 I feel it's not fair to the law abiding person to be subject to wait period when they are along ways from home then have to drive all the way back to finish the process to purchase the firearm. If someone going to do harm to someone they will either break in or steal a gun if that's what they want the only thing this law works on is the law abiding citizens The focus should be on the individual or individuals doing the crime not the law abiding ones. You don't sue or put GMC or Ford in jail if you injure or kill someone in a vehicle accident you prosecute the person behind the wheel. I've lived in Vermont all my life it's a hunting tradition state and between gun laws in the last year and property taxes I'm seriously thinking of leaving, Vermont not headed in a good direction we use to be really great state it's time to look to the person or persons that are the problem not and a appropriate punishment for the crime only then will you curve the problem. Thank you for your attention to the matter
Sincerely David Rhodes